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Executive Coaching 2013 
At the Summit 

 
 
Welcome to the eighth annual Executive Coaching Survey.  
 
This report is a service of Sherpa Coaching, a team of authors and educators based in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA. This annual research is co-sponsored by:   
 

š The University of Georgia Center for Continuing Education in Athens, Georgia, USA 
š Miami’s Corporate & Community Institute, in West Chester, Ohio, USA, and  
š Tandy Center for Executive Leadership at Texas Christian, Fort Worth, Texas, USA 

 
Interested in the betterment of the industry, major trade associations for executive coaches 
support this research by inviting members to take part (see credits on page 34). This year, as 
always, we polled coaches, clients, HR and training professionals and a wider group of 
professionals with an interest in leadership development. Here are three themes that tell us 
executive coaching continues to attain new summits:  

 
 
Reaching New Heights 
Executive coaching clearly occupies a place as a 
permanent fixture in the modern organization. The 
perceived value and the credibility of coaching are at all-
time highs. A breakthrough in our 2012 report was 
confirmed and strengthened this year, as coaching’s 
value and credibility continue to rise. 

 
 
Going New Places 
The response to this survey demonstrates, year after 
year, that executive coaching is spreading across the 
globe. Coaches, executives, HR and training 
professionals from 53 countries participated this year, 
breaking all the records. 

 
 
Creating New Cultures 
Demand for coaching has grown. It will continue to rise. 
As coaching takes hold, it changes corporate cultures: 
the way people relate, behave and interact inside 
business, governments, schools and non-profits. One-
on-one coaching has given birth to team coaching and 
‘coaching skills’ programs for managers and executives. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Publisher’s Note 

 

Feeling a little pressured? Is life moving a little too fast? That is true for quite a few people.  
 
In addition to our usual questions and answers, this survey asks for comments on the state of 
the industry and business in general. We give the coaching community free reign to tell us what 
they think. Managers and executives share their point of view, too, along with HR and training 
professionals. 
 
This year, we learned things we never anticipated. A vast majority took time to leave comments. 
The theme that stands out is centered on coaching clients and the immense pressure they 
operate under. Key words that came up over and over were change, complexity, pressure and 
stress. 
 

An executive coach from Washington, DC commented: “Coaches are being called upon 
to help clients deal with the complexity of change, managing stress on a day-to-day 
basis.” 

 
Executive coaching is a rapidly growing business for a very good reason: Business people are 
challenged to work harder, work faster and produce better results. The pace of change is 
accelerating. Personal lives can fall by the wayside. What we knew yesterday isn’t enough, 
especially as we become a global economy. 
 
 

 
 
 
Acting under duress, we aren’t always on our best behavior. With looming deadlines, we often 
fail to communicate clearly. In an environment of uncertainty, it can be nearly impossible to stop 
and make sense of the world we live in. We think about ‘things’, but don’t make time to reflect 
on ourselves. That’s where coaching comes in. 
 

 A coach in South Africa tells us that: “Coaching provides a place of safety in which 
executives can explore, reflect and make decisions about change.” 
 
From Bahrain, we have this comment about the way coaching benefits clients, as it 
offers: “The opportunity for professionals to reflect on best practice and effect substantial 
performance improvement”. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Defining the Industry 

 
 
With thanks to our university sponsors, the Executive Coaching Survey is a market research 
project now in its eighth year. In this report, we study executive coaching, the ultimate in 
leadership development. You will discover how to make the most of coaching as a service for 
your organization, or as a career for yourself. 
 
It’s not clear to everyone what executive coaching really is. Let’s draw some lines. There are 
three broad areas of coaching: sport, personal and business-related coaching.  
 
In business, there are two general fields of endeavor, commonly termed ‘executive coaching’ 
and ‘business coaching’. At Sherpa Coaching, in our service delivery and our coach training 
programs, we work entirely in the realm of business behavior. We use the term ‘executive 
coaching’ to describe our work.  
 

 
“Business coaching” has become an alternative term for consulting: working on skills and 
strategies. To create complete clarity, we independently categorize business coaches (working 
to develop client’s knowledge, skills and performance) and executive coaches (working to 
permanently enhance business behavior). This allows us to produce the clearest distinction ever 
between executive coaches, HR and training, consulting and other professional positions. 
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Here’s our widely-accepted definition of executive coaching: “Executive coaching means regular 
meetings between a business leader and a trained facilitator, designed to produce positive 
changes in business behavior in a limited time frame.” * 
This definition of executive clarifies: 
 
- Who coaches are:   trained facilitators 
- What coaches do:   produce positive changes in business behavior 
- When things happen:  on a set schedule within a limited time frame 
 
* Definition from 'The Sherpa Guide: Process-Driven Executive Coaching’ (Thomson 2005), as 
adopted and disseminated over the years by: 
 
Š  Action Coach 
Š  Coaching Commons 
Š  Coaching News 
Š  European Foundation, Mgmt. Development 
Š  Executive Coaching Summit Australia 
Š  Howard University 
Š  Hudson Institute of Coaching 
Š  Institute of Learning Practitioners 
Š  Kent State University 
Š  Leading Coaches Center 

Š  Library of Professional Coaches 
Š  Miami University 
Š  Organization Development Journal 
Š  Penn State University 
Š  Southern Illinois University 
Š  Texas Christian University 
Š  University of Cincinnati 
Š  University of Georgia 
Š  University of Louisville 
Š  Xavier University

 
 

 

http://www.sherpacoaching.com/university-executive-coaching-certification.html
http://www.sherpacoaching.com/university-executive-coaching-certification.html�
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Executive Coach, Business Coach 

 

 
In addition to business leaders, HR and training professionals, we receive responses from all 
kinds of coaches: executive coaches, business coaches, life coaches and others. Over our eight 
years of research, we have made best efforts to make sure our report is firmly focused on the 
field of executive coaching.  
 
Last year, we took additional steps to keep things sorted out. Knowing that coaches offer a wide 
range of services, we made a new distinction in our survey. Coaches were asked to identify 
themselves as:  
 

• executive coaches, those who work on business behavior, or  
• business coaches, who help clients develop knowledge and skills. 

 
This helps us produce the most accurate results ever for executive coaches, and report on an 
often neglected business segment as well.  
 
We have found one thing in common between the two: executive and business coaches are 
equally optimistic that demand for their services will increase in the coming year. 
 

 
 
In many ways, the two groups lead different professional lives. Here’s a sampling of what we 
found in our 2013 survey.  

 
 
Demographics: 
 
45% of business coaches are at least 56 years of age, as are 43% of executive coaches. That’s 
a change from last year, when 56% of business coaches were 55-plus.It appears that a raft of 
veteran business coaches retired over the past year, while the ranks of executive coaches were 
not trimmed in the same way.  
 
Women are the majority in executive coaching. 53% of executive coaches are female, down a 
couple of percentage points from last year. Men and women are represented in equal numbers 
in the ranks of business coaches.  
 
There are fewer veteran business coaches and more new entrants, compared to executive 
coaches. In startup mode, just 14 % of executive coaches have been in business for 2 years or 
less. 24% of business coaches are now new to the game.  
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Billing Rates:  
 
Compared to business coaches, executive coaches charge more for services. On the low end, 
36% of business coaches charge an hourly rate of $150 US or less. Only 14% of executive 
coaches charge at those rates. There has been significant progress for business coaches, 
however. Over the past year, hourly rates for executive coaches have remained steady, while 
10% of business coaches have started charging $300 an hour or more for the first time.  
 
Note: our contributors converted their local currencies into US dollars, for comparison here. 

 
 
Service Delivery: 
 
It is harder to predict the scope of an assignment in business coaching. Because the nature of 
their work is different, business coaches look for longer engagements. 24% of business 
coaches favor open-ended assignments. Only 14% of executive coaches feel that way. Again, 
this reflects the nature of their work on skills as opposed to behavior. 
 
Last year, we reported that executive coaches work with their clients in person more often. 
Business coaches were making more use of video. This year, a significant amount of executive 
coaching has shifted to Internet and high-definition video. Face-to-face coaching and the use of 
video conferencing are now about equal between executive and business coaches.  
 
How are services delivered? Just like last year, 20% of executive coaches say the telephone is 
the ‘most effective’ way to deliver services. 35% of business coaches say the phone is most 
effective.  
 
In short, there are real differences between executive and business coaches and the way they 
do their work. We are delighted that, in the years to come, we will continue to be your source of 
information about both.  
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Coaching Skills and Team Coaching 

 

Full-time executive coaches are not the only source of coaching. Last year, we started following 
two trends in leadership development: team coaching and coaching skills training for managers. 
We have learned that managers, executives and supervisors are increasingly expected to coach 
through behavioral issues. In coaching skills programs, leaders learn how to improve 
communication and working relationships to increase results, morale and teamwork. 
  
Coaching isn’t exclusively one-on-one. Teams can be coached, too. The intent of team 
coaching is the same as with an individual: to guide the team to realizations about their behavior 
as it affects performance, to enable them to make their own improvements and to make those 
changes sustainable over time.  
 

 
 
 
Coaching skills has been on the scene for a while. The concept is taking hold. Smaller firms 
have caught up with their larger counterparts, offering programs at about the same rate as firms 
with 1,000 employees or more. Canadians, Americans and Australians teach coaching skills 
most often.  
 
Team coaching is a newer concept. Large firms have not yet taken the lead in the design and 
development of team coaching.  
 
Executive coaches, both internal and external, are presented with a rather large opportunity. Are 
they really taking advantage of it?  
 
š 43% of coaches have established coaching skills programs.  
š Only 32% of HR & training professionals do.  
 
š 37% of coaches offer established team coaching programs.  
š Just 24% of HR and training professionals do. 

 
Surprisingly, these numbers are almost exactly the same as last year. We can surmise that at 
least a few firms have added to their efforts in teaching coaching skills and running team 
coaching programs, while others have abandoned the effort.  
 
Our survey section on internal and external coaches offers more insights in this area.  
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Is It Working? The Results of Coaching 

 

How effective is executive coaching? Actually, it’s working. Only two percent of our participants 
overall had problems with the results of coaching, while sixty percent described results as 
‘excellent’, and close to forty percent described results as ‘good’. 
 
Every external coach described results in a positive way, while all but a handful of  internal 
coaches were positive about the end results of coaching. 
 
Looking at our overall response, every report from companies with up to a thousand employees 
was positive. In larger firms, results were reported as ‘fair’ by a very small number of 
contributors, with the balance of results being positive. 
 

 
 
Now that coaching is producing such great outcomes, what’s next? The only apparent ‘high 
ground’ would be a move from good to excellent, across the board. Where’s the path to that 
higher ground? 
 
Some of the room for improvement comes from experience. Veteran coaches see better results. 
Coaches in the business for 2 years or less report results as 50% good, 50% excellent. Veteran 
coaches, those in business 10 years or more, see 25% of coaching as producing good results, 
and 75% of coaching arriving at excellent outcomes. 
 
There’s room for improvement in the eyes of those who hire and work with coaches. HR & 
training professionals say that only 40% of coaching is excellent, 50% is good, and 10% 
produced fair results.  
 
Female coaches describe more positive consequences than do men, with about 8% more 
reporting excellence. 
 
Coaches who are paid by their client’s employer arrive at better scores the coaches with ‘private 
pay’ clients. 10% more of our ‘employer paid’ coaches rating coaching as excellent. 
 
Our 2013 survey marks the first time we have asked this question. It will not be the last; we will 
develop information about trends over the years, and report everything to you, as always. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Coaching and Performance Management  

 
How do people know coaching works? We stopped asking about efforts to track the Return on 
Investment (ROI) from coaching three years ago, when the number of firms attempting to 
measure ROI fell to record lows, at 12%. 
 
Anecdotal evidence has always been the top method for monitoring the value of coaching. We 
were curious, and wanted to know if there was another way, case by case, to see how effective 
coaching was in producing business results. Perhaps that’s in the performance appraisal. We 
have heard from one major non-profit organization that includes questions about business 
behavior on performance reviews, and awards monetary bonuses for high scores. 
 
Beyond the performance appraisal comes performance management: a series of plans, goals 
and activities that lead to positive results and positive appraisals for individuals and teams.  
 
This year, for the first time, we asked whether coaching is being integrated into performance 
management. That can mean any number of things, from comparing ‘360’ surveys before and 
after coaching to ongoing development of coaching skills. Let’s look at the basic results, and 
plan to dig deeper next year, as trends are revealed. 
 
Worldwide, almost half of contributors said coaching is ‘sometimes’ integrated into performance 
management, while almost a quarter reported it is always integrated. 
 
 
Here’s how several countries reported their results, with Brazil leading the way: 
 

 
Percentage of firms reporting coaching as a part of performance management. 
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A Fortune 500 VP of Global HR offers this: “As leaders’ success becomes increasingly 
dependent on their teams’ performance,  working to improve business behavior is becoming an 
integral part of any coaching culture.”  
 
 
Larger companies 
seem to be taking the 
lead in this area, 
Among HR 
professionals, here’s 
how coaching and 
performance breaks 
down: 
 
 
Percentage of firms 
integrating coaching 
and performance, by 
employee count: 
 
 
 
 
 
Since this is the first time we have asked this question, many of our detailed breakouts are 
inconclusive. Next year, check back to learn about emerging trends in coaching and 
performance management. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Who Gets a Coach? 

 

 
For business leaders, having a coach is often seen as a status symbol. It can be the mark of 
someone being groomed for great things. With that in mind, decisions about who gets a coach 
are important ones. The Executive Coaching survey has asked about the application of 
coaching resources for eight years. Who gets a coach? Our research has shown massive 
changes from year to year. What’s going on in 2013? 
 
 

 
 
 
Ideally, anyone in a leadership position benefits from coaching and the improved business 
behavior it produces. Executive coaching, for a few years, was being democratized, spreading 
across ‘all levels in the organization’. Now, it is once again the province of senior leaders and 
top executives.  
 
 
We blamed the economy for a while. Now, it appears to be a grand experiment that just didn’t 
work out.  
 
 
Up until 2008, lower-level management received a larger share of coaching services each year. 
Senior managers and execs were ‘sharing the wealth’. 
 
 
The state of the economy affects coaching. Budgets limit the amount of money that can be 
invested in coaching. When money is tight, organizations start to reserve coaching for top-level 
and senior managers. As the economy paused in 2009, we noticed a slight move back toward 
coaching reserved for senior managers and execs, and offered: “If this is a function of tight 
budgets and a lean economy, we’ll see further changes in the coming year.” In 2010, the 
number of organizations who allowed people ‘at every level’ to participate in coaching dropped 
sharply.  
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In our 2011 report, budgets eased up. We saw recovery. Money flowed at all levels in the 
organization once again.  
 
Then, the bottom fell out, even in an improving economic environment. For two years in a row, 
coaching provided ‘at all levels in an organization’ has fallen to record lows. Our 2012 and 2013 
reports show that coaching is becoming more exclusive. We thought, earlier on, the economy 
was the only controlling factor here. The change is now taking place ‘against the grain’, in spite 
of an improving economy. This leads us to believe that democratization may have been an 
experiment that didn’t quite work out.  
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Internal and External Coaches 

 
Executive coaches can be looked at differently, based on the way they earn their living. When 
you think of an executive coach, you have a picture of an outside expert, often a one-man shop, 
who works with a number of different client companies. In fact, over 90 percent of the coaches 
who took part in this 8th annual survey describe themselves as external coaches. There’s more 
to coaching than that, as major companies continue to train and certify ‘in-house’ coaching 
staffs. 
 
External coaches offer services independently to a number of clients. They are responsible for 
their own training and preparation. Many start their own business, and a vast majority work for 
small companies. Some organizations prefer to have an internal staff of executive coaches, full 
time employees who provide coaching services to fellow employees.  
 
Internal coaching is on the rise. In our survey two years ago, just 7% of coaches were internals. 
This year, that number has risen to 9 percent. That may seem to be a modest increase, but it is 
a relative rise of over 25 percent, and the number of internal coaches signing on to take this 
survey has doubled in just two years. 
 
Often, an employer will use a combination of internal and external coaches. Issues of rank and 
confidentiality often lead an organization to use external coaches for top-line executives and 
senior leaders, while relying on internal coaches for vice presidents, regional managers, 
department heads and other leaders.  
 

 
 
 
What they have in common: 
 
Internal and external coaches agree that the 
value and credibility of coaching as ‘high’ or 
‘very high’ in equal numbers. 
 
Internal coaches and external coaches spend 
about the same amount of time promoting 
their services.  
 
Both report positive results in equal numbers.  
 
Both groups direct around 60% of their work 
at leadership development, 25% toward 
problem behaviors, and 15% toward 
individuals in transition. 
 

Differences: 
 
External coaches are more experienced: 75% of 
external coaches have been in the business for five 
years or more. Less than 40% of internal coaches report 
the same level of experience. 
 
Internal coaches have fewer clients, and spend less total 
time coaching. Only 30% of internal coaches spend 
more than half their time in service delivery.  
 
External coaches work at the top more often. 29% of 
external coaches’ services are aimed at the highest level 
executives, versus just 13% of internal coaches. 
 
Internal coaches are more optimistic about the future of 
coaching. 43% see a substantial increase in demand 
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this year, versus just 24% of external practitioners. 
 

 
Overall, Internal coaches offer coaching skills classes to executives and managers more often. 
They are also more likely to have established programs in place.  

 

 
 
 

 
 
External coaches offered team coaching programs earlier, and have more established programs 
than their internal counterparts. Internal coaches are on the move, with far more programs in 
design or startup mode. 
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All in a Day’s Work 

 
The nature of internal coaching can be different. Often, coach and client work in the same 
building and meet on site. You would expect they would meet more often, and have face-to-face 
meetings at a higher rate than externals. That’s exactly what our research shows. Over half of 
internals’ coaching is in person, as opposed to just 40% of externals’ services. 
 
Meeting frequencies are different, as well. Internal coaches are twice as likely to have weekly 
meetings, and strongly favor shorter engagements, 90 days or less. 27% of externals believe a 
coaching engagement should last 6 months or longer. Only 7% of internal coaches opt for 
engagements that long.  
 

 
Delivering the Goods: 
 
92% of internal coaches see face-to-face 
coaching as the most effective delivery 
method, compared to just 76% of externals.  
 
For the first time in our 8 years of reporting, 
face-to-face coaching has actually fallen 
year over year. The use of video 
conferencing is on a dramatic rise. External 
coaches use video conferencing more often 
than internals, by a 22% to 20% margin. 
However, internal coaches have access to 
better equipment. 30% of internals’ video 
meetings are high-definition. Fewer than 
5% of the externals’ video meetings are 
high-def. 
 

 
 
Training and Certification:  
 
Internal coaches are more likely to be trained together, on site. As a result, internal coaches 
have a different view of training and certification than externals, who personally select their own 
training. Twice as many internal coaches see universities as ‘most qualified to certify a training 
program’. 
 
Internal coaches place more value on training and certification, with 58% saying it is absolutely 
essential, compared to 49% of external coaches. Because they are trained together, and 
expected to contribute to a common culture, more than half of internal coaches follow a 
published process, while only 26% of externals do.  
 
90% of internal coaches favor standards of practice for executive coaching, similar to the 
accounting or financial planning professions. 65% say such standards are either ‘very important’ 
or ‘absolutely essential’. Only 40% of external coaches hold that view. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 

The Benefits of Coaching 
 
What do clients and customers expect from their executive coaches? The Executive Coaching 
survey has tracked the reasons people use coaching for a long time. Let’s talk about what 
people want from coaching. 
 
Almost every HR and business leader sees real value in coaching. Coaching has been used to 
solve specific behavioral problems, to assist in transition and to develop ‘up and coming’ 
leaders.  
 
Today, having an executive coach can be a status symbol, the mark of an up and coming leader 
being groomed for greater possibilities: “You have a coach. You must be something special.” 

 
 
Over the years, coaching has shifted away from problem solving and toward pro-active 
leadership development. Here you have eight years’ worth of data. In our earliest survey (2006), 
behavioral problems were a big part of the rationale for executive coaching. Now, the emphasis 
has clearly moved to something different. Our data in 2009 started to show this change. Over 
the last four years (2010-2013), the figures have been constant, a confirmation that this is a shift 
that won’t be reversed. 
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No matter why coaching is brought to bear, the results are pretty much the same. Coaching 
helps people in three ways:  
 
• First, a coach allows leaders to reflect about their decisions, and about themselves. A great 

many coaches used the term ‘awareness’ in describing the benefits of coaching. 
• Second, people usually avoid difficult truths. Coaching brings reality front and center. As one 

coach put it: “Executives don’t have anyone to trust and tell the truth about where they need 
development.” 

• Third, people don’t know how to change. A coach can guide a client to find replacements for 
behavior that’s not working. As leaders themselves make changes, they can help their 
organizations deal with change more effectively. 

 
 

 
When we asked about the benefits of coaching this year, here’s what executive coaches said: 
 

Brazil: ” Leadership development. Improved business behavior. Better results.” 

New Zealand: “An independent opinion on how one is really performing, versus the way 
they have always seen themselves.” 

Poland: “Coaching counteracts the ‘lonely at the top’ phenomenon.  

Russia: “Full development of a leader’s potential.” 

Scotland: “Clients learn to see a range of options, rather than limiting themselves to just 
one or two.”  

South Africa: “Clarity of thought. Personal awareness, resulting in confident leadership.” 

United Kingdom: “Clients become more resourceful, more creative and able to deal with 
anything that is thrown their way.” 

USA: “Clients gain clarity about their strengths, appreciation for differing styles, and 
confidence.” 

http://www.sherpa-leadership-institute.com/
http://www.sherpa-leadership-institute.com/�
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Value and Credibility 

 
In its early days, executive coaching was sometimes confused with life coaching, counseling, 
consulting or training. Now, there are best-selling books, training programs and trade 
associations dedicated exclusively to executive coaching and business behavior.  
 
As the market reaches further clarity about executive coaching, we all can arrive at legitimate 
conclusions about its value and credibility.  
 

 
 
Since we first started collecting data, both the perceived value and credibility of executive 
coaching have risen constantly. In last year’s report, we were able to say: Executive coaching 
has arrived. This year, our survey results confirmed that conclusion, as negative perceptions 
about the value of coaching have virtually disappeared. Coaching has scaled the summit. 
 

 
 
The biggest changes in 2013?  
 
Human resources and training professionals report a double-digit increase in their confidence in 
the value of coaching. The number of contributors from HR and training who now see the value 
of executive coaching as ‘very high’ jumped from 63% to 75%. 
 
Internationally, our contributors in Brazil who see the value of coaching as ‘very high’ increased 
by over 20%. 
 

 

OVERALL RESULTS:  

VALUE  
OF COACHING 
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The credibility of executive coaching: 
 
Just like the value proposition for executive coaching, the credibility of coaching is climbing to  
new heights. Those who say the credibility of coaching is ‘high’ or ‘very high’ jumped from 80% 
to 90% in our 2012 report. The numbers have stayed right there for 2013. 
 

 

OVERALL 
RESULTS:  

CREDIBILITY
OF COACHING 

 
 

 
 
 

Compared to just four years ago, the number of people who see the credibility of coaching as 
mediocre or worse (green on the chart) has declined sharply, dropping from 30% to 10%. 

 
 
When we started this survey, we did not ask executive coaches about their industry’s credibility, 
thinking they might self-report in a way that would be out of touch with reality. Last year, we 
asked them the question, and we were surprised at the results. Their assessment of the trade 
was no higher than anyone else’s. HR & training professionals believe in coaching just as much 
as coaches themselves.  
 
Internationally, the credibility of coaching is highest in the UK, Australia and Canada, with strong 
gains reported in Mexico, Brazil and South Africa. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
What Makes a Great Coach? 

 
Last year, as part of this survey, we produced a special report for the web, called “What Makes 
a Great Coach?”. It turned out to be the most popular topic by far, out of two dozen articles we 
posted. Given all the interest, we are bringing the topic up to date with 2013’s data, and 
including it in our full survey report. In some cases, the results turn out the same as last year. In 
other cases, we are led to different conclusions by this year’s returns. 
 
Around the world, thousands of executive coaches enter the business each year. They all want 
to become great. Clients want them to be great, too. So, what makes a great coach?  
 
In this survey, we don’t ask coaches to evaluate themselves on their greatness. We do ask 
questions about their results. That allows us to report on the most successful coaches, and tell 
you what makes them different.  
 
How do you know a coach is successful? In part, executive coaches demonstrate success by 
sticking around, staying in the business for a number of years. Even more important, it comes 
down to the value clients place on their services, as reflected in their earnings. As we discover 
what goes on in the professional lives of the world’s leading coaches, we can take lessons 
about what makes individual coaches more successful.  

 
 
As we look at survey responses from the best executive coaches, we find things that set them 
apart. Here’s what we learned: 
 
Live and in person: 
Technology allows a coach to see more clients, but it won’t take the place of face to face. Top-
dollar coaches cite face-to-face as “the most effective method” for coaching, far more often than 
mid to low earners do.  
 

 
 
Volume, but no discount: 
Coaches who charge the lowest rates actually have fewer clients than the middle and upper 
tiers. Most low earners report seeing 5 or fewer clients each week. Most mid and top-level 
coaches see 6 or more.  
 
Short and sweet: 
One way to make more money as a coach: Encourage longer engagements to generate more 
revenue from each client. That’s not how the most successful coaches work. Coaches who 
charge more actually have shorter engagements, and avoid open-ended arrangements.  
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Confidence: 
Top coaches are no more confident about their trade than mid-level earners. At $150 per hour 
and up, 90% of coaches say the value and credibility of coaching is ‘very high’, and 10% say it 
is ‘high’. However, low-level earners show less confidence in the value of their services and the 
credibility of executive coaching in general.  
 
So, what works? What’s different about the world’s best executive coaches? 
 
Persistence. Great coaches stay at it. They stick around. Coaches with more experience, as 
you might expect, usually earn more. It’s a matter of building a powerful reputation and a list of 
great references. 
 
Choose your market: Top coaches have more ‘employer paid’ clients, fewer private pay. 
Starting out, new coaches gain experience by working with private pay clients. Nothing wrong 
with that, but ‘employer paid’ is where the money is. 
 
Climb the ladder. The most successful coaches work with larger organizations. Three out of 
four top earners work with client companies who have 1,000 employees or more. Only half of 
mid-level external coaches work with large firms. Top line leaders in large organizations affect 
more lives. The large company executive is likely to be paid more, due to their increased 
responsibilities. External coaches who work with big company bosses charge for their services 
at higher rates. Coaches on the low end of the pay scale work with small companies far more 
often.  
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Climb to the top. High-end coaches work with top level management while others work with 
mid-level managers or supervisors. We have seen a ‘double dip’ in recent years, in which the 
amount of coaching dedicated to individuals ‘across the organization’ has declined, and 
coaching provided exclusively to ‘top line leaders’ is at an all-time high. That’s exactly the 
environment top-level coaches thrive in. Top-level paid coaches are uniquely positioned for 
success as the market changes.  
 
Be creative. Stay ahead of the curve. Top earners in coaching are more likely to offer team 
coaching and coaching skills programs.  
 
Stay proactive. The most successful coaches work on leadership development, grooming 
rising stars to assume more power. Other coaches are more likely to deliver remedial coaching, 
designed to address a specific problem in business behavior. 
 
A matter of degree. Top-level coaches are far more likely to prefer that universities 
independently sanction education and certification for coaches.  
 
So, that’s what we found in this comparison of the highest paid coaches to their peers. If you are 
a coach, or considering a career, here’s what to do: Get experience. Stay focused. Stay on top 
of trends. Work your way to the top. That’s what the world’s highest-paid coaches have done. 
Good luck on the journey. 

 

http://www.sherpacoaching.com/coaching-skills-manager-executive.html
http://www.sherpacoaching.com/coaching-skills-manager-executive.html�
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey  
Coaching Processes 

 

 
  
 
If a coach follows a published process or a set of guidelines for their practice, it’s strictly 
voluntary. Do coaches take each client as they come, or do they use a published process that 
can apply to each client’s needs?  
 

 
 
For executive coaches, here’s the lay of the land: 

• 41% develop a unique approach from client to client.  
• 30% have developed their own process for coaching. 
• 29% follow a published process. 

 
This year’s numbers closely match our returns from the prior three years.  
 
The real change has come in which processes coaches use.  
 

• A once-popular process has fallen ‘off the map’.  
• Two processes in particular have become significant players in the past year.  
• Two processes continue to dominate among coaches who use a published process. 

 
 

 
 
This year, we dug deeper with our data. We set aside responses from 
life coaches and business coaches to see which processes are most 
actively reported by executive coaches.  
 
 
 

Rather than choosing from a list, our coaches wrote in the name of the process they use. We 
combined nearly-identical responses to get a meaningful list. In cases where a coach used a 
combination of processes, all their mentions were counted.  
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Overall, there were over fifty unique coaching processes mentioned. Fifteen separate processes 
received multiple mentions. The top five earned enough to support to warrant further study.  
 

 
 
 
The top processes in use 
today are:  
 
• Co-Active model 
• GROW model 
• Hudson Institute 
• Marshall Goldsmith 

processes 
• Sherpa process 
 
 
Over 40% of all executive 
coaches who provided a 
process followed one of 
these five. 
 
The Co-Active and Grow 
models are widely used by 
both life and executive 
coaches. The Hudson 
Institute also receives 
mention from life coaches.  
 
 

 
 
The Sherpa process and Marshall Goldsmith processes were almost exclusively cited by 
executive coaches, while life coaches and business coaches cited the remaining processes in 
significant numbers. 
 
GROW and Goldsmith made giant strides among executive coaches this year. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
The Client Connection 

 
  
Coaches can deliver their services in person, by phone, by videoconference, or in a number of 
other ways. In this, the eighth annual Executive Coaching Survey, we see a major shift in 
service delivery, part of a move to new technology for remote meetings. 
 
In their 2005 book “The Sherpa Guide: Process-Driven Executive Coaching”, Brenda Corbett 
and Judith Colemon wrote: “Technology has added another option for coaching, that of point-to-
point video.... Over time, the quality of sound and images will only improve, making coaching 
over the Web more and more like a live meeting.” That day is finally here. 
 
 

 
 
 
Going back to our 2006 report, we have asked: ‘How is coaching delivered?’ and ‘Which method 
is most effective?’. We have not provided any definition for the word ‘effective’, so we can get a 
true reading on what people believe. 
 
Up until now, coaching has been delivered in person more and more frequently. The change 
has been gradual but steady. Now, for the first time, the percentage of coaching delivered in-
person has fallen. Video conferencing is beginning to replace the face-to-face meeting. 
 
In our survey, we separate high-definition videoconferencing from webcam applications such as 
Skype. Internet-based video has limitations, and can interfere with the quality of a conversation. 
However, large screen, high definition systems are becoming more widely available, especially 
to internal coaches at larger firms. 
 
The increase in the use of high-definition video, just since last year, is remarkable. HR and 
training professionals tell us that HD video is used for 4% of all coaching. Executive coaches 
confirm that number, as do business coaches. Webcam coaching comes in at four times that 
rate, around 15%. A technology that scarcely received mention five years ago is now an 
important component of service delivery for coaches,  
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Overall, here’s what people said when asked how coaching is “often delivered” (percentage of 
total mentions.): 

 
Which method do people say is the most effective? It depends on how you define the word 
‘effective’. We leave that to our contributors. Effective might mean better communication. It 
might mean more convenient or efficient. Different people have different opinions.  

 
 
Special Report - the coach connection: 
Where do coaches go for training, information and interaction? Here are the top websites for coaches, in 
order of popularity, based on Alexa rankings in January 2013. Thanks to Rey Carr of Peer Resources in 
Canada for significant help in gathering this information, which supports our 2012 research.  
 
Trade associations: 

 
International Coach Federation 
Sociedade Brasileira de Coaching 
Coaches and Mentors of South Africa  
International Association of Coaching  
Association for Coaching 

Training programs: 
 

Sherpa Coaching 
Coaches Training Institute 
Inst. for Professional Excellence in Coaching 
Noble Manhattan 
Center for Executive Coaching 

Research and resources: 
 

Sherpa Coaching 
Marshall Goldsmith Library 
Peer Resources 
Coaching Commons 
Choice Magazine 

 
                                Several of these ‘web spaces’ cater to life coaches as well as executive  coaches. 
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In general, Skype, or other Internet video is 
sufficient for routine business meetings. 
Executive coaches have different needs. 
They are doing more than arranging a 
transaction, discussing tasks or policy. They 
have to read body language, facial 
expressions and other subtle signals that 
reveal emotions. They discuss sensitive 
issues related to personalities and behavior.  
 
HD video fills the bill. Top-level coaches 
report that high definition video can be “just 
like sitting across the table from my client.”  
 
  

 
2013 is the year that high-definition video made its mark on coaching, and face-to-face 
meetings actually fell. As live, high quality video becomes widely available, it will start to 
overtake other delivery methods.  
 

 
 
 

http://www.sherpa-mexico.com/
http://www.sherpa-mexico.com/�
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Industry Standards 

 

 
 
Will executive coaching go the way of accounting and financial planning, with formal guidelines 
for service delivery, or will coaches be free to come up with their own ways of delivering 
services? 
 
Certified Public Accountants in the United States or Certified Practicing Accountants in 
Australia, for instance, have all studied the same body of knowledge, and passed the same 
standard examination. As they conduct business, they follow generally accepted accounting 
principles, a body of knowledge they all draw upon to guide their decisions and business 
practices. There is no global standard for accounting, but every country seems to have their 
own. 
 

 
 
(Logos from certifying bodies for accountant, worldwide) 
 

 
 

 
 
A few years back, desire for a universal standard of practice was growing. That desire is still 
strong, as nearly half our contributors still say that universal standards are either ‘very important’ 
or ‘absolutely essential’. Demand for standards of practice are strongest in countries where 
executive coaching is in its early stages.  
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Elsewhere, people don’t see as much need as they used to. When people want standards, they 
can’t agree on who should set them. There is little call for government regulation, and no 
regulations are currently on the books. Additionally, the credibility of coaching is on a continuous 
climb, so the perceived need for control is dropping. 
 
 
A recognized standard of practice for executive coaching is: 

 
 
There appear to be other factors in play, since executive coaching is becoming a global 
phenomenon. Some cultures are more comfortable with externally imposed standards than 
others.  
 
From what executive coaches and their clients tell us, no governing body, no philosophy, no 
school or process, no association will ever have the authority to impose standards on coaches.  
 
Our conclusion: If any standards of practice emerge, coaches themselves will decide on them 
and follow them, independently.  
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Client Assessments 

 
In last year’s report, we noted that almost every executive coach now uses some sort of 
assessment to gather information about their clients. Finally, we are seeing standard practices 
for executive coaching. These new standards are being arrived at by coaches themselves, 
without regulation or policy being set by government or trade associations.  
 
Coaches have a broad array of assessments to work with. Some are called ‘type models’, which 
classify tendencies and preferences, with no good or bad types, per se. DISC and Meyers 
Briggs fall in this classification. Other assessments are diagnostic, designed to point out 
problems and weaknesses. ‘360’ assessments fall under the ‘diagnostic’ label.  
 
Eight out of 10 coaches use one of the top five assessments. For executive coaches, ‘360’ 
assessments lead the pack again this year, with a 25% market share. Next in popularity, there’s 
a group of assessments, each with a market share at or near 15%: DISC, Meyers-Briggs, 
Emotional Intelligence, and Strengths Finder. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Among the remaining twenty percent of the market, as many as 50 different assessments were 
mentioned. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Training and Certification 

 
When the Executive Coaching Survey started gathering information in 2005, we asked about 
training for executive coaches. We have researched it ever since. Here’s what we can report in 
2013:  
 

 
 
Most executive coaches have been classroom trained and certified. Overall, 70% of executive 
coaches cite classroom training and certification as their background, twice the number we 
discovered in our first report.  
 
How important is training? Across the board, every type of coach says training and certification 
is ‘absolutely essential’ or ‘very important’ by an 80 – 20 spread. 90% of new entrants into the 
field feel that way. Training, HR and other professionals weigh in at an 85-15 margin. All these 
numbers have been on a steady rise for years. 
 
Overall results: Training and certification for executive coaches is: 
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There are divisions among the ranks of executive coaches.  
 

š Internal coaches favor university endorsement of coach training programs by a 2-1 
margin over external coaches. 
   

š Mid-level earners, in the $150-$300 per hour range, favor trade association 
endorsement by a 4 to 1 margin over universities’. 

 
š One in six top coaches, those charging $500 per hour or more, don’t believe certification 

is necessary at all.  
 

 

 
 
On the whole, however, the rest of the world doesn’t really care much about endorsements. 
They just want good coaches. Training and certification is important, but when asked who is 
most qualified to certify a training program, most HR and training professionals and most 
business leaders do not have an opinion. 
 

 
 
‘No opinion’ about who is most qualified to certify coach training programs: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
University programs gained slightly this year 
among business leaders, but endorsement 
of training programs is really not an issue 
outside the world view of executive coaches 
themselves. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Trade Associations 

 

The Executive Coaching Survey has acquired global reach over the years. This, our eighth year, 
represents yet another peak, with responses from 53 countries representing more than two 
thirds of the world’s population.  
 
As part of our cooperation with executive coaching trade associations, Sherpa Coaching 
provides alternate language data collection and special breakout reports by country to our trade 
association partners. We provide this service at no charge. 
 
We were encouraged by support worldwide from organizations dedicated to executive coaching, 
who shared an invitation with their members and colleagues to participate in this survey.  
Special thanks to the following partners, among others:  
 

š Association for Coaching   (UK) 
š COMENSA     (RSA) 
š Frank Bresser Consulting   (Germany)  
š Institute for Learning Practitioners (Australia) 
š Library of Professional Coaching  (USA) 
š Peer Resources    (Canada) 
š Sociedade Brasileira de Coaching  (Brazil) 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Global Impact 

 

 
 

2013 Executive Coaching Survey: Responses from around the world 
                     (Gold = responding countries) 

 
We appreciate support from trade organizations that work together for the good of coaching and 
leadership development. Our most striking support is from individuals who take the time to 
participate, and eagerly await the results each year. Their appreciation is ample reward for our 
investment in this research.  
 
Coaches have written and thanked us over the years. We appreciate the gratitude. We know 
that coaches use this report to make strategic decisions about their businesses. 

 
 
 
This year, we had a particularly heartfelt message from an educator in South Africa, who is now 
planning to become an executive coach. He said: “I read the 7th annual Executive Coaching 
Survey and I was exceptionally inspired. The clarity with which you described executive 
coaching has helped me discover myself.” The writer plans to come to the US to study at a 
university, and become an executive coach.  
 
Every one of us changes the lives that we touch. Most of the time, we don’t even know it has 
happened. It is especially gratifying to hear from someone who finds our annual report to be a 
life-changing experience.  
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Rationale 

  
 
The Executive Coaching Survey is a market research project, now in its eighth year. This survey 
is conducted by Sherpa Coaching, a team of authors and educators headquartered in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, and co-sponsored by executive education departments at several top 
universities. Technical support and hosting is provided by IQS Research in Louisville, Kentucky, 
which validates the collection of data.  
 
 

 
 
Executive coaches want to know 
what business leaders, HR and 
training professionals think about 
coaching. They want to know why 
executive coaches are being hired, 
and how they go about building an 
industry. Over the years, we have 
been motivated by a desire to build 
the credibility of executive coaching 
and ensure the industry’s future. 
 
 

 
 
When we started in 2005, no one was doing large-scale research on a regular basis. Studies 
based their conclusions on answers from as few as twenty participants. Some surveys chose 
their respondent coaches from a personal network, rather than a representative pool of 
coaches. Even with the right samples, one-time research becomes obsolete quite quickly.  
 
 
So, we made a commitment back in 2005 to run an annual survey, open to anyone who wishes 
to participate, and release the results to coaches, business leaders and the public at no charge. 
That’s what we have done every year, and that is what we will continue to do. 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Analytics 

 
 
The Executive Coaching Survey has three ways of finding information that’s relevant to 
interested professionals. 
 

• We started in 2005 with questions that interested us as executive coaches, authors and 
educators. Each year, we tend to ask the same questions in exactly the same way, to 
identify trends. When the answers stop changing, we go on to different questions, 
knowing our respondents have identified the state of the art. 

 
• Last year, we created a special web version of this research. Based on the number of 

page visits to each topic, we know what interests you, and we are able to focus on that.  
 

• We ask for comments on the state of the industry, and give the coaching community free 
reign to tell us what they think, and share their observations.  

 
 

 
Each year, we review the way our survey is designed. 
Since 2005, we have solicited help in survey design from 
university executive education programs. In addition, we 
rely on the expertise of Shawn Herbig, President of IQS 
Research in Louisville, Kentucky, USA. Mr. Herbig and 
his research team offer solid advice any time we consider 
additions or changes to the survey.  
 

 
 
A leading authority on coaching and mentoring, Rey Carr of Peer Resources (Victoria, BC, 
Canada), has described the Executive Coaching Survey as “the most method-sound in the 
industry.”  
 
We target a broad, representative base when we send out survey invitations. Then, we allow 
anyone to participate, invited or not. That’s very different from other research in this field. 
 
Invitations are sent out by email to executive coaches, human resource professionals and 
others interested in executive coaching and organizational development. This mailing list has 
been a work in progress since 1999. Email invitations are also sent to lists held by coaching 
trade associations and university executive education departments.   
 
Participants in earlier surveys are always invited to take part in current research. Anyone who 
receives an invitation to participate can forward the survey link, allowing other people to ‘opt in’ 
to current and future research.  
 
Anyone who is aware of this research can participate, and invite others to do so.  
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Contributors 

 

This survey is about executive coaching. You’d expect most of our contributors would be 
executive coaches. That proves to be the case once again this year.  
 

 
 
 
 
Executive coaches made up 59% of our 
respondents.  
 
Business coaches came in at 16%.  
 
HR and training professionals provided 10% 
of our responses. 
 
Business leaders reached the 8% mark. 
 
Other coaches responded at a 7% rate.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
How are people invited to participate? Since 2005, anyone wishing to opt in to our invitation list 
has been accepted. People share our invitations, ensuring a free flow of information and a 
sample that fully represents the world of executive coaching. This year, nearly half of our 
respondents did not come from our list of invitees. The same was true for our 2012 report. That 
ensures fresh and accurate results, year after year.  
 
In 2013, over 1,000 people responded to this survey, providing a margin of error of just 3%. The 
accuracy of the survey’s results is also confirmed by comparison with responses from previous 
years, allowing the confirmation of trends over time. Based on an ever-increasing body of 
knowledge, the 2013 survey can share changes and trends in industry practices.  
 

 
 

The Executive Coaching Survey, 2013: 
 
Technical contact: 
Shawn Herbig, President, IQS Research 
308 North Evergreen Road, Suite 200 
Louisville, KY USA  
(502) 244-6600 
sherbig@iqsresearch.com 

Media contact:  
Ian McAfee, Media Director, Sherpa Coaching 
P O Box 417240 
Cincinnati, Ohio USA 45241  
(513) 232-0002 
im@sherpacoaching.com 
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Partners 

 

 
 

 
Sherpa Coaching is based in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA.  
For managers and executives, Sherpa offers one-on-one coaching.  
For leaderships groups and teams, Sherpa conducts workshops based on their university texts.  
For coaches, Sherpa offers training and certification on campus at several major universities.  
 
Custom programs are available on site. More information is available at 
www.sherpacoaching.com  
 
 

 
 

The University of Georgia Center for 
Continuing Education in Athens, 
Georgia, USA, provides programs and 
services which connect the University with 
lifelong learners throughout the world.  

 
The Center designs, develops and delivers a variety of executive programs. With a luxury hotel, 
restaurants, meeting rooms and banquet facilities, The Center offers a dynamic learning 
environment. More information at http://www.georgiacenter.uga.edu/is/coach .  
 
 

 
 
 
Miami’s Corporate & Community Institute in West 
Chester, Ohio, USA, provides customized programs taught 
by instructors who are highly skilled educators, 
researchers and experts in their fields.  

 
Visit http://www.regionals.muohio.edu/cci/sherpa-coaching.htm  for more.  
 

 
 
 

http://www.sherpacoaching.com/
http://www.georgiacenter.uga.edu/is/coach
http://www.regionals.muohio.edu/cci/sherpa-coaching.htm
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2013 Executive Coaching Survey 
Partners 

 

 
 

 
The Tandy Center for Executive 
Leadership at Texas Christian University, 
Fort Worth, Texas, USA, provides 
executives with training and development 
opportunities to help them advance their 
professional and leadership effectiveness.  

The Center provides high-level training customized to client needs; consulting services that 
produce relevant results, and executive coaching to help achieve tactical goals.  
 

 
 
 

 
Headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky, IQS Research delivers 
research on markets, customers, and employees, with studies 
designed to identify issues and opportunities, and map a path to 
success.  
 

IQS Research collects and analyzes data to enable reliable, fact-based decisions that lead to 
profitable outcomes. For customer satisfaction, employee feedback and market studies, visit 
http://iqsresearch.com/prospective-clients/ 
 
  
 
 
If you are interested in learning more about enhancing your skills as an executive coach: 
 

 


